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PALLETS

COMPOSITE PALLETS & CRATES

www.saltuspallets.com

PROPERTIES

Corrosion resistant
Rot Resistant
Water resistant
UV resistant 30 years
High tensile strength
Easy to cut
easy on equipment
Light weight
reduces injuries
Lower transport costs
Non-magnetic
Low electric
conductivity
High torsional strength

ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY
SALTUSTM composite planks
reduce greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions and total embodied
energy each year over the 60
year life of a composite plank
compared to a timber plank
(Wood et al, 2008). The same
period will require double the
amount of timber to be
consumed and hazardous wastes
disposed of each time with an
average life of only 30 years.

SaltusTM composite pallets and crates represent the most
environmentally sustainable choice for a sustainable future.
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LOAD TEST

SALTUSTM planks are stronger than wooden
planks, and therefore one does not need to use
an equivalent size SALTUSTM plank to replace a
wooden plank for a given application.

SALTUSTM pallets are much lighter than
wooden pallets which makes transport,
handling and installation much more cost
effective than wooden pallets.

DROP TEST
SALTUSTM pallets are
impact resistant due
to fiberglass outer
layer. The corners
are rounded during
a drop test from
1.8m height with no
mechanical
degradation of
fasteners.
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RESPIRABILITY
OF FIBERS
Fibers produced from sawing of
SALTUSTM planks have been
deemed non-respirable due to
their large diameter and long
lengths. This means that the
fibers don’t pose a health risk
in terms of impacting the lungs
of an individual who has been
exposed over an extended
period of time.
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COMPOSITION: 50% recyclable plastic, 35% fiberglass and 15% resin
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END OF LIFE CONSIDERATIONS FOR
SALTUSTM PALLETS AND CRATES
SALTUSTM COMPOSITE PLANKS can be RECYCLED and used in other
applications after its SERVICE LIFE OF 60 YEARS:
The plastic
foam core can
be recycled via
standard plastic
recycle process.
This is a closed
loop cycle and
no plastic is
wasted.

Chopped fiber filler for green
plastic wood strengthening:
Each SALTUSTM composite plank has a
fiberglass outer layer for strength and UV
protection. This layer can be chopped into
short fibers to be mixed as binding agent in
green plastic wood products. It has been
proven that green plastic wood products can
be strengthened using up to 50% (by
volume) chopped fiber.

Chopped fiber filler for geopolymer or concrete:
Each SALTUSTM composite plank has a fiberglass outer
layer for strength and UV protection. This layer can
be chopped into short fiber to be mixed as binding
agent in geopolymer or concrete. It has been proven
that geopolymer and concrete can be strengthened
using up to 40% (by volume) chopped fiber.
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TECHNICAL DATASHEET
All prices exclude VAT

EXTRA LIGHT DUTY PALLET

Load bearing capacity: 400kg
Available sizes:
1.0m by 0.8m
Weight: 6kg
Retail price: R181.37 (>2500/month)
Retail price: R235.99 (<2500/month)

LIGHT DUTY PALLET

Load bearing capacity: 600kg
Available sizes:
1.2m by 1.0m
1.1m by 1.1m
Weight: 15kg
Retail price: R251.34 (>2500/month)
Retail price: R328.10 (<2500/month)

MEDIUM DUTY PALLET

Load bearing capacity: 1000kg
Available sizes:
1.2m by 1.0m
1.1m by 1.1m
Weight: 18kg
Retail price: R309.22 (>2500/month)
Retail price: R405.08 (<2500/month)

FINANCING AVAILABLE.
Contact sales@saltuspallets.com for more info
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TECHNICAL DATASHEET
All prices exclude VAT

HEAVY DUTY PALLET

Load bearing capacity: 1500kg
Available sizes:
1.2m by 1.0m
1.1m by 1.1m
Weight: 21kg
Retail price: R350.60 (>2500/month)
Retail price: R456.81 (<2500/month)

SALTUSTM CRATE

Load bearing capacity: 1000kg
Available sizes:
1.2m by 1.0m by 0.8m
Weight: 41kg
Retail price: R834.42 (>1000/month)
Retail price: R1002.84 (>1000/month)

SALTUSTM BIN

Load bearing capacity: 1000kg
Available sizes:
1.2m by 1.0m by 1.5m
Weight: 65kg (without lid)
Weight: 79kg (with lid)
Retail price: R1580.38 (>500/month)
Retail price: R1953.86 (>500/month)

FINANCING AVAILABLE.
Contact sales@saltuspallets.com for more info
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PRICING FOR ASSEMBLERS
All prices exclude VAT

SIZE

APPLICATION

LARGE ORDERS SMALL ORDERS
>3000m/month <3000m/month

30mm by
76mm
rib

All ribs

R34,52/m

R43,15/m

20mm by
100mm
runner

Heavy duty
pallet

R26,47/m

R33,08/m

15mm by
100mm
runner

Light &
medium duty
pallet

R21,54/m

R26,92/m

11mm by
70mm
runner

Extra light duty
pallet

R13,44/m

R16,81/m

No transport cost included. Transport can be arranged (at additional cost) from our
factory in Gauteng or Western Cape to any address nationally or internationally
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